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„Nothing extraordinary has ever been achieved, if not by people who had the courage to believe in 

something stronger than the external circumstances seemed to permit“  

 

Dear adopters, 

Dear volunteers, 

Dear members, 

Dear supporters, 

Dear friends, 

Thanks to your generous help and support you have given us during all phases of our operations since the day of the 

foundation of our association "Salvami" on 17 May 2019, until today, 31 March 2021, we have been able to achieve 

the results listed below: 

 We were able to successfully get 258 dogs and 43 cats adopted by new pet-owners 

 124 dogs were sterilised, 60 surgeries and 15 orthopaedic interventions were performed, and a total of 238 

dogs and cats could be cured thanks to our non-profit association 

 Drugs for the equivalent of € 16’800 were purchased 

 Expenses for the maintenance, insurance and registration of our vehicle amount to 5’000 € a year (the van 

for transporting the animals was donated to us by one of our supporters, and we would like to express our 

enormous gratitude to her for that generous gesture). Our vehicle, which had already received the official 

regional Italian type 1 authorization, now also has the type 2 authorization, which means that we are now 

able to carry out animal transports not only on Italian territory, but throughout Europe.  
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 we were able to win 147 registered patrons over to our cause 

 we managed to conclude arrangements with the following vets: Dr. Francesco Corrado from Paola, Dr. 

Gianfrancesco Gentile from Tortora 

 we were able to conclude cooperation agreements with the following dog kennels: 

- „Dog's Club Umbria“, Fabio Persichetti, in Gaglietole di Collazzone, Umbria, Italy 

- „Pet Service Cosenza“,  in Montalto Uffugo, Calabria, Italy 

- „Allevamento i canabi di Lena Igrif“ in Dumenza, Lombardy, Italy 

- SPALV (Società Protezione Animali Locarno e Valli / SPCA Locarno and surrounding valleys); Rifugio Ca’ 

Speranza, Gordola, both in the Canton Ticino, Switzerland 

- Tierferienhof Waldeck, Emmental, Canton Bern, Switzerland 

 

In these almost two years of intensive work, we were able to experience many happy and joyful moments, whenever 

a dog or a cat was welcomed by their new family, and the animal was given the guarantee of a life in dignity and a 

better future. 

Sadly, we also had to go through many painful experiences, when, for example, we did not manage to keep some of 

the other animals alive that we tried to save. A number of dogs and cats had to be put down, because they were in 

a very poor state of health, even though we had tried what was humanly possible and used every opportunity 

available to us to ensure that they had a chance to survive.  

In addition, we had to deal with many bureaucratic hurdles that did not allow us to efficiently and quickly obtain the 

necessary documents for the adoptions. We had no choice but to arm ourselves with the necessary patience, tenacity 

and perseverance, and thus use all our strength in order not to lose the enthusiasm of our mission in the fight against 

certain bureaucratic blockades. Not even the Covid-19 pandemic could stop us from continuing our work to rescue 

our threatened four-legged friends.  

Our association, which is already very well known in the region, has now also been officially entered into the regional 

Italian register of the so-called Third Sector (non-profit associations). In addition, our association "Salvami" was 

added to the pet animal register of the Lombardy region as an operational branch. 

„The inclusion in these public registers fills us with great pride, because it shows that our seriousness, responsibility 

and professional awareness in the fight for the protection of animals have been officially recognized. Our mission 

goals are summarized in the statutes of our non-profit association: “The objective of our work is to protect animals 

from all cruelty and abuse by humans, and by reporting such abuse and violations of the current legislation to the 

competent authorities and initiate civil proceedings in which we also appear as plaintiffs, in the measure the law 

allows us to act, and also take the role of moderators with respect to authorities of the legislative and executive 

branches, trying to set new standards and to bring about an efficient regulation that can apply to the protection of 

all animals.“ 

Unfortunately, however, it is the case that we have not received any financial support from the local authorities or 

the municipalities to date (with the exception of the commune of Praia a Mare, giving us a contribution of € 1’600 

for the year 2020, for which we would like to express our great thanks). On the other hand, our meetings with the 

mayors of various other municipalities were unsuccessful, and although they expressed their willingness to support 

us, no concrete financial help has materialized up to now. 
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It was only thanks to the financial support of our members, adopters and patrons that we were able to cover at least 

a small part of the excessive costs. This applies not only to the dogs and cats for which a new home could be found, 

but also to the animals for which we did not succeed to obtain adoptions, as well as for those who were not eligible 

due to their advanced age and illnesses.  

According to our last balance sheet, we recorded a loss of € 22’330.- ,  and it is the first time that we really have to 

worry about the future of our non-profit association. Above all, we fear that we might not be able to continue our 

work protecting endangered dogs and cats. 

We would therefore like to ask you in all earnest to make a donation to our association so that we can continue to 

have a clean conscience in the face of the dogs and cats which we still intend to save from perishing, by finding 

adopters for them, so that we can offer them the warmth and care of a family, and a good life. 

We firmly believe that only people who care about the welfare and dignity of animals can be regarded as 

part of a society where the right to life of humans AND animals is equally valued. 

We thank you in advance for your generous and very welcome contribution.   

Team Salvami          Tortora / Ascona, 14/04/2021 

Attached you’ll find the text in Italian and German. 

 
Please make donations available to: 

Associazione Salvami Via Santo Stefano,  

I-87020 Tortora (Province of Cosenza) 

IBAN: IT96O0538710804000042441432 

BIC/SWIFT: BPMOIT22XXX 

Name of the Bank: BPER  

Address of the Bank: VIA VITTORIO VENETO 2,  

I-21100 VARESE,   ITALY 
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